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Company Profile

Conforce International (CFRI.PK)  has developed and commenced marketing 
an innovative new composite container flooring material called EKO-FLOR. 
The Company operates through two business divisions: Conforce Container 
Corp. and Conforce 1 Container Terminals. Conforce 1 Container Terminals 
provides storage and handling services to shipping companies and currently 
generates revenues for the Company. Conforce International is headquartered 
in Ontario, Canada.
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Conforce Container Corp. has developed a proprietary product, EKO-FLOR, 
which is a composite floor system that eliminates the need for wood, enhanc-
es performance and reduces cost. The Company has successfully completed 
Phase Three of Industry Product Testing of EKO-FLOR. The product has been 
certified by the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) for use in shipping con-
tainers worldwide. The Company is in the final stages of commercializing 
EKO-FLOR and is currently developing its sales and marketing channels.  
EKO-FLOR was officially launched in December of 2006 at the world’s leading 
container event, the 31st Annual Intermodal Conference held in Hamburg, 
Germany.
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Conforce International owns 51% of Conforce 1 Container Terminals. This subsidiary provides storage and handling 
services to the international steamship lines for their empty and loaded containers. The Company has a container 
depot with storage capacity for 5,000+ containers. 
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Conforce 1 provides complete container-related services to the international shipping lines, including on/off li�s, 
empty/loaded storage, transportation and on-site repairs. The Company’s Container Terminals business has been 
experiencing robust growth. 

Conforce has developed considerable expertise in composite materials design and development, and is in the process 
of securing patents for processes relating to EKO-FLOR and composite materials. There is considerable interest within 
the container industry in the Company’s EKO- FLOR and other development-stage composite materials. Conforce is 
currently developing new composite products for the commercial and retail markets. The Company believes the re-
tail, in particular, has significant market potential and is engaged in talks with several large companies interested in 
its proprietary EKO-FLOR and other composite material products. 

Conforce International “CFRI”

Conforce Containter Corp. - EKO-FLOR
Conforce 1 Container Terminals

Terminal Operations
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Successful Introduction of EKO-FLOR
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Conforce has completed industry testing of EKO-FLOR and obtained ABS certification for its use in shipping con-
tainers worldwide. The Company introduced EKO-FLOR at the December, 2006 t Annual Intermodal Conference in 
Hamburg.  EKO-FLOR has been well-received by shipping industry experts and the Company has already received 
trial orders from various companies. The Company anticipates capturing a significant share in the multi-billion dol-
lar shipping container market. 

Investment Highlights

EKO-FLOR Trial Orders
Conforce recently received a trial order from Oceanex Inc. for its EKO-FLOR. As part of this agreement, Conforce 
will begin supplying EKO-FLOR flooring systems to Oceanex in June of 2007.  Oceanex will test EKO-FLOR’s per-
formance characteristics under normal operating conditions in ships, railcars and on chassis carrying a wide range 
of cargo. The Company anticipates receiving initial commercial orders for EKO-FLOR in late 2007 and expects most 
of these to be multi-year, high volume orders. 

Worldwide Associates Agreement
Conforce has entered into an agreement with Worldwide Associates, a Washington, D.C. business owned by retired 
general Alexander M. Haig, Jr. and his son. The agreement calls for Worldwide Associates to provide Conforce with 
assistance and advice in business development, marketing, sales and corporate finance. Through this agreement, 
Conforce can significantly broaden the scope of its sales, marketing and business development initiatives, and le-
verage the strength of Worldwide Associates’ expertise, global presence, and influential business relationships. 

Intellectual Property and New Product Development 
The EKO-FLOR composite flooring system evidences the Company’s strong research and development skills. Years 
of research and testing have provided Conforce with industry-leading expertise. The Company plans to leverage 
its technical skills and research capabilities to develop additional advanced products and services for the container 
industry. In addition to EKO-FLOR, the Company has two new composite-based flooring systems in advanced 
stages of development. 

Strong Growth Anticipated 
Conforce recently issued revenue and earnings guidance for next year and the following year.  The Company an-
ticipates strong sales of EKO-FLOR and other new products and continued growth in its terminal operations.  For 
the period from April 1, 2007 to March 31, 2008, Conforce expects to generate revenues of between $26 - $29 mil-
lion, earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) of between $3.6 - $3.9 million and net 
earnings ranging between $2.2 - $2.5 million. The majority of revenues will likely come from EKO-FLOR sales in 
the second half of FY 2007.  In the period beginning April, 2008, and extending through March , 2009, the Company 
projects revenues at between $112 - $116 million, EBITDA at between $23 - $26 million and net earnings ranging 
between $14 - $16 million. 
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The demand for shipping containers has been growing rapidly. Shipping containers are used to transport over 90% 
of the world’s trade. At present, the flooring in most shipping containers is made from tropical hardwoods acquired 
mostly from Indonesia and Malaysia.  The apitong and keruing stocks, which are the most common type of tropical 
hardwoods used to make container floors, are being depleted at a very alarming rate.  Some estimates show Indone-
sia running out of forest by the year 2010.  The supply shortages have caused plywood manufacturers to use more 
fillers, which reduce the plywood flooring to a substandard grade and greatly diminish performance.  This effect is 
increased maintenance costs due to more frequent flooring replacements, increased container downtime, and drasti-
cally reduced flooring service life. The environmental costs of deforestation are equally as substantial. 

Shipping Container Industry 

To address these challenges, the industry is focused on developing eco-friendly materials that are both low cost and 
highly durable that could replace the current tropical hardwood flooring. With its breakthrough EKO-FLOR product, 
Conforce is ideally-positioned with the right product at the right time. 

Even in the best case scenario where the plywood flooring is of excellent quality, tropical hardwoods are less than 
ideal for shipping container applications due to their natural characteristics which allow them to absorb liquids and 
chemicals. EKO-FLOR’s composite floor is a closed cell material that will not absorb residue, therefore eliminating 
the risk of contamination for bulk cargo usage over the duration of the container’s service life.  The product performs 
equally well whether its cargo is hazardous materials or bulk foodstuffs. This cannot be said for most containers 
equipped with wooden floors.

Today almost every product is transported in containers - from coffee to computers. The growth prospects of the con-
tainer industry are linked to economic development and the growth rate of international trade. Rising world trade 
creates a favorable growth climate for container sales. 

Confirmed capacity expansion vs estimated throughput growth
Unconfirmed capacity expansion plans 60 MTEU
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Source: Drewry, Annual Review of Global Container Terminal Operators, Sept 2005
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The US imports a large portion of its consumables from different countries around the world. Most of these products 
are shipped in containers. The US also exports a substantial amount of its produce around the world; this produce 
is also shipped in containers. With its terminal operations and proprietary EKO-FLOR product, Conforce is well-po-
sitioned to benefit from a strong global economy, rising international trade and robust growth in countries such as 
India, China, Russia and Brazil, which are turning into major importers/exporters of goods.  

Container industry growth potential is evidenced by the significant increase in the number of containers bringing 
products into and out of China. Over 58 million containers passed through the various ports in China in 2004 and 
this number is projected to rise to over 120 million by 2010. Booming Asian imports and above-average economic 
growth in the western US states have resulted in strong growth for the container terminal business. Average annual 
growth in container terminal investment is forecast at 5.1% between 2004 and 2010, which is about 60% of estimated 
throughput growth.

In 2005, more than 50% of total world container port capacity was controlled by a small number of stevedores and 
container lines that operate on a global scale. Industry experts forecast this percentage will increase over the next five 
years. These experts also forecast that Asia will continue to increase in importance within the world market. Today, 
Asia represents half of the entire global container port throughput. At the same time, the growth prospects for ma-
ture markets in North America and Europe are also healthy. 

Macro-economic and cargo demand forecasts suggest that container demand will continue to grow in 2007 and 
beyond, in most markets. The trends signaling increasing globalization of company supply chains and continuing 
outsourcing of production to Asia show no sign of abating. This contributes to a favorable market outlook and strong 
growth opportunities for Conforce’s new EKO-FLOR product and established container terminal business. 
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In the fiscal year ending March 31, 2006, Conforce generated revenues of $1,595,295, operating profits of $694,101 and 
net earnings of $162,205. These results represented revenue and earnings increases of 169% and 39% respectively, 
compared to the prior year. In fiscal 2005, Conforce generated revenues of $592,778, operating profits of $327,225 and 
earnings of $116,719.

Financial Analysis

For the quarter ending December 31, 2006, Conforce experienced a 12% decline in revenues to $466,502 from $530,848 
in the FY 2005 third quarter.  The Company expects revenue growth to resume in the fourth quarter, fueled by initial 
sales of EKO-FLOR and ongoing growth in its container terminal business. 

Cost of revenues declined to $281,898 in the December quarter from $299,276 in last year’s third quarter due to lower 
sales.  Third quarter FY 2006 gross profits declined year-over-year to $184,604 from $231,572 and gross margins fell 
to 39.6% from 43.6%. 

Operating expenses and allowances increased from $175,151 in the third quarter of FY 2005 to $327,024 in the third 
quarter of 2006 primarily as a result of increased advertising and promotion expenses and research and develop-
ment expenses. These costs reflect additional investments in developing and promoting the new EKO-FLOR product 
line. 

During the FY 2006 December quarter, Conforce spent $134,025 on research and development and $81,166 in salaries 
and wages. The Company anticipates it will incur lower research and development expenses in upcoming quarters 
since EKO-FLOR has been launched commercially and its other composite flooring products have reached an ad-
vanced development stage.  

Conforce recorded a $142,420 operating loss for the third quarter of FY 2006 versus operating profit of $56,421 in the 
same quarter in FY 2005.  Net losses for the quarter totaled $142,420 compared to net profits of $44,008 in the third 
quarter of FY 2005. 

Revenues & Gross Profit
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The Company had a cash balance of $4,785 at December 31, 2006, and accounts payable of $63,824.  Conforce will 
likely need to raise additional capital in 2007 to fund the rollout of its new EKO-FLOR product and may pursue debt 
or equity financing. 

Liquidity and capital resources 

Conforce is forecasting strong revenue and earnings growth next year and in the following year. In the fiscal period 
beginning April, 2007 and ending March, 2008, the Company expects to generate revenues of between $26 - $29 
million, EBITDA of between $3.6 - $3.9 million and net earnings at between $2.2 - $2.5 million. In the fiscal period 
beginning April , 2008, and ending March, 2009, Conforce is forecasting revenues will grow to between $112 - $116 
million, EBITDA will rise to between $23 - $26 million and net earnings will climb to between $14 - $16 million. We 
are forecasting earnings growth for the Company exceeding 30% annually for the 2009-2011 periods.

Conforce has begun building its brand and promoting its proprietary EKO-FLOR product at various industry exhibi-
tions and forums. In addition, the Company has received trial orders for the product from one customer that could 
result in multi-year, high volume future orders. The marketing agreement with Worldwide Associates will help Con-
force expand its marketing reach and capitalize on global growth in the shipping container market.  

Outlook

Conforce Projected Earnings Growth
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Companies that would be categorized with Conforce International, as part of the global shipping industry, include 
Alexander and Baldwin (NASDAQ:ALEX), Diana Shipping (NYSE:DSX), Dry Ships (NASDAQ:DRYS) and General 
Maritime Corp. (NYSE:GMR). Valuation data for this peer group is provided below:

Valuation

Companies in the industry group currently trade at P/E multiples to trailing twelve-month EPS ranging from 10 times 
to 22 times earnings; the group’s average P/E multiple is 18 times earnings. Price/Sales multiples for this group range 
from a low of 1.4 times sales for Alexander & Baldwin to a high of 11 times for Diana Shipping. The average P/S mul-
tiple for the group is 5.4 times trailing twelve month sales. 

Based on the recent $0.38 share price and with 120 million shares outstanding, Conforce currently has a $46 million 
market capitalization.  At this market value, the Company trades at 20 times forecasted earnings for the April, 2007, to 
March, 2008, period but only 3 times forecasted earnings for the April, 2008, to March, 2009, period. Even taking into 
account that these are future projections, the Company appears significantly undervalued relative to its peer group, 
particularly in light of the double-digit growth forecast for the next several years. As a result, we are initiating cover-
age of Conforce International with a Speculative Buy rating and a $1.25 price target based on a 10 times P/E multiple 
of forecasted earnings over the April, 2008, to March, 2009, period.   

Company Price Market Cap P/E P/S
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The Company utilizes certain proprietary technologies for making EKO-FLOR. The proprietary rights are not pro-
tected by explicit, signed agreements. A patent does not protect Conforce’s proprietary knowledge and processes. 
The possibility exists that another company could duplicate its composite material manufacturing processes, re-
sulting in increased competition that could materially impact the Company’s revenues and market share.  

Risks

Financial Risks  
Conforce will need to raise capital to finance its operations and future growth plans. If the Company fails to raise 
capital, or is not able to raise capital at a favorable rate or in a timely manner, the implementation of its growth 
strategy could suffer. 

EKO-FLOR Commercialization 
Though the Company has successfully tested EKO-FLOR and secured trial orders, there is no guarantee that these 
initial trials will lead to profitable, high-volume orders. The Company’s guidance for future revenues and earnings 
assumes a significant, rapid ramp up in EKO-FLOR sales.  If EKO-FLOR sales develop according to plan, Conforce 
may face challenges in scaling up its production and sales infrastructure and managing its rapid growth.  
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Conforce International is in the process of introducing EKO-FLOR a proprietary composite material for shipping 
container floors that is less expensive and more durable than wood. The Company is introducing EKO-FLOR at major 
industry trade shows, has secured trial orders for the product and expects to generate significant revenues from EKO-
FLOR sales over the next 12 to 24 months and beyond.  

Conclusion

In addition, Conforce has two other composite materials in advanced stages of development it expects to introduce 
over the next few months, including a product for the retail market that the Company believes has significant market 
potential. Conforce is already generating revenues and profits from its established terminal operations and is favor-
ably positioned to benefit from container industry growth in this multi-billion dollar industry.   
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Management
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Marino Kulas is the Company’s President and Chief Executive 
Officer.

Marino Kulas
President & CEO

DeRose is a Chemical Engineer with significant expertise in the 
testing, development and technical support of plastic materials, 
composite materials and polymer additives. Prior to joining Con-
force, DeRose was employed by industry leader Ciba Specialty 
Chemicals for over 19 years, where he served as Industry Man-
ager of the Polymer Additives Division.  DeRose also held ma-
terial testing and analysis positions with the Ontario Research 
Foundation and Cambridge Materials Testing. Most recently, 
DeRose provided consulting and project coordination services to 
manufacturers of plastic and composite materials seeking build-
ing code recognition in Canada and the United States.  DeRose is 
a member of The Society of Plastics Engineers and serves on the 
Board of Directors of the Ontario Section. He is also a member of 
the Canadian Plastics Industry Association and serves as Techni-
cal Chair for the Canadian Natural Composites Council.

Joe DeRose
Vice President, Product Development
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Beacon Equity Research (otherwise known as BER) is an independent research firm specializing in small and micro capitaliza-
tion companies. BER has no investment banking or consultation conflicts thereby minimizing the inherent conflicts of interest 
between the research analysts and the companies they cover.  BER is not a registered investment advisor or broker dealer.  No 
information in this report should be construed as an endorsement to either buy or sell any securities mentioned in this report.  
The analyst(s) who prepared this report rely on publicly available information which neither the analyst, nor BER, can guarantee 
to be error-free or factually accurate.  All conclusions in this report are deemed reasonable and appropriate by the author. The 
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 provides investors a “safe harbor” in regard to forward-looking statements.  To 
fully comply with the requirements of this law, BER cautions all investors that such forward-looking statements in this report 
are not guarantees of future performance. Unknown risk, uncertainties, as well as other uncontrollable or unknown factors may 
cause actual results to materially differ from the results, performance or expectations expressed or implied by such forward-look-
ing statements.  Investors should exercise good judgment and perform adequate due-diligence prior to making any investment.  
Ratings and price targets in this report should not be construed as recommendations or stock price predictors. Readers of this 
report are urged to use due diligence in any purchase of security list herein.  Readers should consult the Company’s SEC filings 
as well as our initial report on the firm to be�er understand the inherent risks associated with this security. There may be many 
uncontrollable or unknown factors which may cause actual results to materially differ from the results, performance or expecta-
tions expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.  Investors should exercise good judgment and perform adequate 
due-diligence prior to making any investment. As a potential conflict of interest, BER has directly been compensated thirty thou-
sand free trading shares from a non-controlling third party shareholder (Radius IR) for enrollment of Conforce International Inc 
in its research program. These shares will be sold in the open market at any time following the issuance of this research report 
and may negatively affect the performance of the stock price. As mentioned earlier, BER is not a registered investment adviser 
or broker/dealer. BER makes no recommendation that the purchase of securities of companies profiled in this web site is suitable 
or advisable for any person or that an investment such securities will be profitable. In general, given the nature of the companies 
profiled and the lack of an active trading market for their securities, investing in such securities is highly speculative and carries 
a high degree of risk. It is the policy of BER to sell all shares of this and any company featured. Anyone considering any company 
we feature in consideration for free trading shares should consider this.

All decisions are made solely by the analyst and independent of outside parties or influence. 

I, Lisa Springer, CFA, the author of this report, certify that the material and views presented herein represent my personal opin-
ion regarding the content and securities included in this report.  In no way has my opinion been influenced by outside parties, 
nor has my compensation been either directly or indirectly tied to the performance of any security listed.  I certify that I do not 
currently own, nor will own and shares or securities in any of the companies featured in this report.

Lisa Springer, MBA, CFA - Research Analyst

Lisa serves Beacon Research Partners as a research analyst. She brings to the company over 15 years experience in equity research 
and investment marketing. Prior to joining Beacon, Lisa worked as an equity analyst for an independent research provider. She 
has also held positions as investor relations officer for a NYSE-listed company and director of financial analysis for a large con-
sulting firm. Lisa earned an MBA from the University of Chicago and is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA).


